I N T RO D U C T I O N
Ambient seismic noise tomography has been widely used for exploring shallow Earth structure in the past few years (e.g. Sabra et al. 2005; Shapiro et al. 2005; Brenguier et al. 2007; Liang & Langston 2008; Lin et al. 2008) . The advantages of ambient seismic noises include the continuous, globally distributed sources and high energy in short-period surface wave, which is useful to constrain crustal structure (Yang et al. 2007) . Traditional ambient noise tomography uses regular blocks or grids, such as rectangles or squares, to invert 2-D group or phase velocity map. In most cases, the grid distribution is homogeneous in entire or part of the study area. This kind of parametrization is straightforward and easy to implement in tomographic algorithms, but there are some limitations. First, since the station and source distributions are usually spatially inhomogeneous, the grids or blocks from traditional parametrizing method are not correlated with the distribution of data. The tomography problem often becomes ill-conditioned and the results are not stable. To deal with this problem, large grid spacing is usually used to reduce the number of parameters. Damping and smoothing parameters are also applied to improve the stability of the inversion problem. In this case, small-scale velocity structure may not be well constrained or not recovered at all (Sambridge & Faletič 2003) . Secondly, due to the fixed shape and size of the regular grids or blocks, the traditional tomography method may perform poorly in recovering the shape of the velocity anomaly or the interface of the structure.
To overcome the above problems of the traditional tomography, irregular parametrization methods have been deployed into tomographic problems. One strategy of irregular parametrization is based on rectangles or squares. Michelini (1995) proposed an idea that the grid configuration can be optimized by adjusting the positions of the grid nodes from an initial regular rectangle grid through a generalized curvilinear coordinate basis. Vesnaver (1996) adopted a method that eliminates uncrossed pixels or moves the pixel boundaries to make the problem overdetermined. Spakman & Bijwaard (2001) developed an automatic algorithm based on constructing larger cells in poorly sampled areas from original small cells. Another strategy of irregular parametrization is to use Delaunay triangles or Voronoi diagram (Fortune 1992) , which are flexible in either shape or size. Sambridge & Gumundsson (1998) proposed an algorithm of constructing the irregular parameters by Delaunay triangles and Voronois diagram. Böhm et al. (2000) constructed irregular cells by eliminating the parameters with null space energy. Zhang & Thurber (2005) applied tetrahedral and Voronoi diagram to body wave tomography. When rectangles or squares are applied to irregular parametrization, the homogeneous property will be kept locally due to the symmetry. On the contrary, triangles that are flexible in shape and size are able to fit the irregular ray distribution better. Moreover, regarding the property of maximizing the minimum angle over all triangulations, Delaunay triangles avoid the appearance of the thinning triangles and keep the properties of triangles as well (De Berg et al. 2000) .
In this paper, we present a new adaptive tomography algorithm by constructing irregular grids based on Delaunay triangles and apply it to ambient noise data. The algorithm starts with an initial sparse regular grid, and then automatically optimizes the grid through eliminating nodes in area of low ray density and adding new nodes in area of high ray density. The coordinates of the new nodes are determined by weights of ray density of vertexes in Delaunay triangles. The final new irregular grid is used as inversion parameters for seismic tomography. Both synthetic and real data are used to evaluate our algorithm. In the synthetic data tests, we compare the performances of our new adaptive tomography algorithm with traditional regular-grid-based tomography algorithm when data distribution is uneven and the velocity structure contains irregular anomalies in different scales. In real data application, we obtain 2-D group velocity map of Rayleigh wave from ambient noise data recorded by broad-band seismic stations in southern California.
M E T H O D O L O G Y
The work flow of our adaptive tomography procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It contains two major parts, adaptive grid generation part and tomography part. In the adaptive grid generation part, we start with sparse regular nodes and construct Delaunay triangles based on these initial nodes. Ray tracing is done through the Delaunay triangle grid and partial derivative matrix is calculated for the linearized traveltime equations. After that, we compute the ray density of each node according to the ray paths and partial derivative matrix, based on which nodes will be added or eliminated in the next step. When the ratio between the number of nodes and the number of data is above a certain threshold, we will perform ambient noise tomography. Otherwise, we will go back to the Delaunay triangle grid set-up and repeat the above steps until the threshold is reached or the total number of nodes does not change.
Adaptive grid generation
We use Delaunay triangles to represent the irregular grids because of the following advantages. The first one is the property of the maximum-minimum angle that the triangulations have few long and skinny triangles (Fortune 1992) . Thus, the interpolation of the velocities in the forward part of the tomography will be able to avoid using the nodes far away from the interpolated points. Another advantage is that the size of Delaunay triangles is determined by the distribution of the nodes, called density-dependent size (Sambridge et al. 1995) . With this property, even extremely large variations of grid sizes can be readily represented in the model. In addition, the arbitrary shapes of the triangles enable the representation of complex models even when nodal distribution is highly irregular. The adaptive nodes, correlated with the ray distribution, are generated automatically by our newly developed algorithm. We start with sparse regular or irregular grid nodes and replace the grid by Delaunay triangles constructed by the Qhull method (Barber et al. 1996; Zhang & Thurber 2005) . The vertexes of the Delaunay triangles are the grid nodes. The regular grid nodes are optimized by adding and eliminating nodes based on the ray density of each initial node, similar to Zhang & Thurber (2005) , although they used derivative weight sum values, not the ray density. In adding nodes part, the nodes whose ray densities are greater than a given threshold are defined as the target nodes. To keep the stability of the inversion process and sufficiently utilize the data, the threshold for adding nodes was chosen to be 10 after several tests. The result is not significantly sensitive to this threshold in the range of 8-14. If the vertexes of a Delaunay triangle have only one target node, we will not insert any new node into this triangle. Otherwise the new node would be too close to the target node according to eq. (1). When the vertexes of a Delaunay triangle have two or more target nodes, a new node will be inserted into it. The coordinate of the new node is determined by the weight of ray density of each vertex in Delaunay triangle by using the following expression, of the Delaunay triangle, w i is the ray density corresponding to each vertex, and W is the sum of all three w i . The new node will be closer to the vertex with highest ray density according to eq.
(1) so that the area with dense rays will be covered by more nodes eventually. In eliminating nodes part, a node will be deleted if its ray density is smaller than a given threshold. Generally large thresholds would increase the ray density of each node and the stability of the tomographic inversion. However, many nodes with relatively lower ray densities would be deleted at the same time, which may reduce model resolution. Considering this trade-off, we chose 4 as the final threshold for eliminating nodes. The thresholds of ray density in adding and eliminating nodes guarantee that the adaptive grid nodes have fairly even ray densities. Usually the optimal grid nodes cannot be constructed in one iteration. Therefore, after adding and eliminating nodes we use the new irregular nodes as inputs and repeat the above steps for a few times. The iteration will stop when the total number of nodes do not change or a certain threshold is obtained. This threshold is represented by the ratio of the number of nodes and the number of data, which affects the stability of inversion and resolution of tomography. In order to take the finitefrequency effect into account, we also require grid spacing and interstation distance greater than one wavelength of Rayleigh wave in the periods of our interest for robust model resolution (Brenguier et al. 2007 ).
Ray tracing method
Ray tracing is needed in both adaptive grid construction and forward part of tomography for ray path determination and partial derivative calculation of the linearized traveltime equation. In this study, the ray tracing is divided into two steps, traveltime prediction and ray path construction.
In the first step, we choose the fast marching method (FMM; Sethian & Popovici 1999) as the traveltime prediction method. The FMM is a finite difference method that solves the eikonal equation directly and is illustrated by the following equation:
where D ij T are the gradients of the traveltime T at each grid node location (x, y) in the Cartesian coordinate, i and j are the node indices in x and y directions, +x and −x mean the derivative in the positive and negative direction of the x coordinate, respectively, +y and −y are the same meaning in the y coordinate, and S ij is the slowness. For each source, the FMM divides the grid nodes of the study area into three groups, alive points, narrow-band points and far-away points (see Fig. S1 ). Alive points are the points that traveltimes have already been calculated. Narrow-band points are neighbours of alive points. Far-away points are other points in the study area. At first, only the source point is the alive point with traveltime equal to 0. The traveltimes of narrow-band points around the sources will then be calculated according to eq. (2). The narrow-band point that has the minimum traveltime is chosen as the new alive point. After updating the set of alive points, the new narrow-band points are set to be the points that are neighbours of the new alive points, no matter whether they belong to the previous narrow-band points or far away points. The update of alive points and narrow-band points are iterated until all the points in study area are transformed to alive points, that is the traveltimes of all nodes of FMM are available. The traveltimes of all the source-station pairs will then be obtained through linear interpolation.
The form of the traveltime gradient D ij T is important because it affects the precision of the predicted traveltimes and the computational efficiency. We choose the second-order finite-difference algorithm in our calculation, which has an O(h 2 ) error and feasible computation time (e.g. about 26 s with 40 000 points on a Linux system Ubuntu 10). The second-order algorithm is represented by,
where
i j T and D +y i j T are the components of the gradient in the negative and positive directions of the x and y coordinates, i and j are the x and y indices of the node, and h x and h y are the grid spacing in the x and y coordinates, respectively.
In the second step, for any given receiver point, ray paths can be constructed through back-propagation from the receiver point to each source point using the traveltime information obtained from the first step. Since the ray path is always perpendicular to the wave front, the ray path construction can be represented by the following equation:
The coordinate of the next point (P x + 1 , P y + 1 ) along the ray path is determined by the gradient of the traveltimes of the previous point D ij T and the step length α. Indices i and j are the same as in eqs (2) 
and (3). The form of the gradient D ij T is shown by eq. (3).
If the points along a ray path are not among the nodes of FMM, traveltimes and their gradients of these points will be obtained by linear interpolation from nearby points. After all the ray paths are determined, the partial derivative matrix of the linearized inversion problem is calculated by numerical integration along the ray paths.
Tomography part
Tomography part includes forward part using the ray tracing method above and inverse part. In forward part, ray paths and partial derivatives of the linearized traveltime equation are determined. In inverse part, we adopt damped least squares method to minimize the following misfit function (Tarantola 2005) :
where d obs is data vector, m is model vector, m prior is the priori model, G is the partial derivative matrix, and λ is the damping parameter. After one iteration of forward part and inverse part, the new model vector m will replace the m prior in the next iteration, assuming the new model vector m is closer to the real model. We use the conjugate gradient least square method to solve eq. (5) as it saves the memory of computer and converges fast (Aster et al. 2005) . Note that we wrote our own version of all the algorithms discussed above.
S Y N T H E T I C DATA T E S T S

Model setup
We compare the new adaptive tomography method with traditional algorithm using a 2-D synthetic model (Fig. 2a) . The velocity varies linearly from the upper left to the lower right corner. There are two velocity anomalies with the form of damped sinusoidal function distributed in the high and low velocity areas, respectively. This model includes both large and small scale velocity structures, thus ideal to test the performances of the two algorithms on recovering the velocity structure in different scales. The numbers of the random synthetic sources and receivers are 10 and 40. The period of Rayleigh wave is set to be 8 s with the wavelength of ∼32 km (assuming a 4 km s −1 velocity), similar to the periods we use in the real data application. After removing the rays whose lengths are shorter than 32 km, we obtain 397 traveltimes used for the tomographic inversion. The minimum interstation distance is 37.4 km. In order to simulate the heterogeneity of the real data distribution in seismic tomography, we choose the non-uniform distributed sources and receivers in our tests. There are more sources and receivers in the lower right portion of the study area than other areas (Fig. 2b) .
In traditional tomography, damping parameters are usually applied to stabilize the inversion processes. The appropriate damping parameters are typically selected by using a data misfit versus model variance trade-off analysis. To find an optimal damping parameter for the traditional tomography, we explored a wide range of damping to make sure that we looked at the entire trade-off curve, instead of a portion of it (Fig. 3) . We chose 100 and 700 as the damping values for our synthetic tests, which produced good compromises between data misfits and model variances. The velocity model with damping of 700 is expected to be smoother than that with damping of 100. However, a smoother model is not a necessity for tomography, since sometimes large damping parameters will artificially smooth the velocity model. In order to compare the two methods under the same conditions, we also use damping parameters of 100 and 700 for the adaptive tomography, which are in the optimal zones of their trade-off curves. The initial velocity model is the same for both methods, which is an uniform velocity model of 4 km s −1 . In adaptive tomography, to better evaluate the variations of stability and resolution with different configuration of nodes, we chose two different thresholds of the upper bound of the total number of adaptive nodes. One is 1/4 and the other is 1/3 of the total number of data. As a result, we obtain two adaptive grids with 111 nodes (referred as adaptive model 1) and 161 nodes (referred as adaptive model 2). Fig. 4 shows the inverted velocity models from both the traditional and the new adaptive tomography algorithms with different damping parameters. Figs 4(a)-(c) show the traditional 9 by 9 evenlydistributed grid, adaptive grid model 1 with 111 nodes and adaptive grid model 2 with 161 nodes, respectively. The minimum node spacing for adaptive grid model 1 and 2 is about 47 km, which is larger than one wavelength of our synthetic Rayleigh wave (∼32 km). As shown in Figs 4(b)-(c) , the grid nodes of the two adaptive models are dense in the lower right part of the study area and sparse in the upper left part, consistent with the data distribution. In the homogeneous rectangle grids of the traditional method (Fig. 4a) , (l) for the same grid distribution, but with a different damping parameter of 700. From these results, we can see that both algorithms can recover the major structures of the synthetic velocity model, that is the linearly-varying velocity from the upper left to the lower right corner. However, the details of the synthetic velocity model are not recovered well in the result of the traditional algorithm. The resolution is low in the lower right area covered by dense ray paths. For instance, in Fig. 4(g) , the velocity anomaly in the lower right part lacks the ring-shaped variations and is too coarse compared with the true structure of the damped sinusoidal function in this area. Another disadvantage of the traditional algorithm is that it may result in some artificial structures, most of which show in the left part of the study area, caused by the lack of data in this area. In this case, it is difficult to distinguish the real structure from the artificial effects for real data applications in the situation that we do not know true velocity structure. For the result of the new adaptive tomography algorithm, there are much fewer artifacts in the left area than in the result of the traditional algorithm, although the resolution of the velocity anomaly is not significantly higher than the traditional method. The reason is that there are not many sources and receivers and the grid nodes from automatic generation process are sparse in this area. If we add extra nodes here, artificial structures may appear, similar to the result of the traditional tomography algorithm. This type of low resolution in the model is caused by the lack of data and is difficult to be improved by varying tomographic methods. However, in the lower right area (Figs 4h-i) covered by dense ray paths, the resolutions of the adaptive models are much higher than that in the result of the traditional algorithm (Fig. 4g ) and the resolved structures are fairly close to the true velocity model. This is because the grid nodes of the adaptive method are dense in this area, which are able to sufficiently exploit information implied in the dense ray paths. When the damping parameter is increased to 700, the performances of the adaptive method are different from the traditional tomography. The result of the traditional tomography (Fig. 4j) becomes much smoother compared to the results when using damping parameter of 100. In contrast, the results of the adaptive tomography does not have obvious variations due to the increase of damping parameter. This indicates that the adaptive grids may have fewer divergent nodes, which are strongly affected by damping parameter in the traditional tomography. To quantitatively evaluate the divergent nodes of traditional and adaptive grids, we calculated the singular values of the G matrix in eq. (5) for traditional grid, adaptive grid 1 and adaptive grid 2. The numbers of singular values smaller than 10 are 16, 1 and 3 for traditional grid, adaptive grid 1 and adaptive grid 2. The percentages of the nodes with smaller (<10) singular values among all the nodes are 19.8, 0.9 and 1.8 per cent, respectively. Thus, the traditional grid has much more divergent nodes and is less stable than the adaptive grids in the inversion. When comparing the results of the two adaptive grids, we observe a better resolution in the lower right corner of the grid model 2 (161 nodes) and the shape of the velocity anomaly is more similar to the true model. Moreover, the velocities in the lower left area (Fig. 4i) are recovered better than grid model 1 (Fig. 4h) , where the velocities in synthetic model are around 4 km s −1 . Traveltime residuals are often used to evaluate the quality of the tomographic models. We plot traveltime residuals of the tomography results in Fig (c) indicate the adaptive tomographic method fits the data better. When damping parameter is increased to 700, the residuals are almost the same except that the rms of the adaptive model 2 is increased by only 0.01 s. This indicates that both the traditional and the two adaptive models fit the data equally well when the damping parameters are changed from 100 to 700.
Tomography results
The resolution and stability of traditional tomography may vary with grid size. To make the comparison between the traditional and the adaptive tomography more convincing, we also tested traditional tomography with different grid sizes. We chose 4 models with grid spacing of 2
• , 1.25 • has more small scale artifacts than that of Fig. 6 (i) with the grid spacing of 2
• . Our tests indicate that it is challenging for traditional tomography to obtain good model resolution and avoid inversion artifacts at the same time.
In addition, we calculated the correlation coefficients between the inverted models and the true model for both the traditional and adaptive methods in order to evaluate the model recovery. For damping parameter of 100, the correlation coefficients are 0.59, 0.88 and 0.89 for the traditional, the adaptive model 1 and model 2, respectively. When damping parameter is increased to 700, the correlation coefficients are changed to 0.74, 0.90 and 0.91, respectively. This indicates that the adaptive method is more robust than the traditional one. 
Robustness test
In order to evaluate the robustness of the traditional and adaptive tomography methods, we add Gaussian distributed random noise to the input synthetic traveltimes to see how the results vary from those without noise. Gaussian distributed random noise is widely used for simulating the noise of data in seismic tomography (e.g. Ritter et al. 2001; Li & Nowack 2004; Matsubara et al. 2008) . In this study, the random noise and its standard deviation (SD) are represented by the form of percentage. The noise percentage multiplied by each synthetic traveltime is the real noise for each synthetic traveltime. We add two different levels of Gaussian distributed random noise to the synthetic traveltimes. One has a SD of 1.5 per cent, the other has a SD of 5 per cent. Larger SD means that more synthetic traveltimes are added large noises.The purpose is to see the performances of the traditional and adaptive methods in different noise levels. The damping parameters chosen in both the traditional and adaptive methods are 100. Fig. 7 shows the inverted velocity models of the traditional method with grid distribution of Fig. 4(a) and adaptive method with grid distribution of Fig. 4(b) . With the noise level of 1.5 per cent SD, the velocity model from the traditional tomography method (Fig. 7a ) has more artifacts in the top and left parts covered by sparse data, but is better resolved in the lower right part with dense ray paths. This indicates that the stability of the traditional tomography is affected by the ray distribution in the study area due to the homogeneous grid distribution. In contrast, the velocity models from the adaptive method with grid model 1 (Fig. 7b) has fewer artifacts and is approximately the same as the result without noise (Fig. 4h) . When the noise level is raised to 5 per cent SD, the artifacts in both methods are increased in Figs 7(c)-(d) . The velocity model from the traditional tomography method (Fig. 7c) has an artificially large and high-velocity anomaly in the left central area and artificially low velocity anomalies in lower left and upper right corners. Similarly, artificially high-velocity anomalies also appear in the lower left area of the velocity model from the adaptive method (Fig. 7d) , although not as intense as those in the traditional method result. In addition, there are some small artifacts in the lower right area of Fig. 7(d) where the grid spacing is small. Overall, the left and top parts of the velocity model from the traditional method is always unstable at different noise levels, whereas the lower right part is more stable due to the dense rays. The adaptive method performs well at lower noise level, consistent with the fact that the adaptive grid has much fewer divergent nodes, however, some artifacts also appear when noise level increases. 
A P P L I C AT I O N T O T H E G A R L O C K FAU LT
We apply the adaptive ambient noise tomography method to the Garlock Fault (Fig. 8) , which is a northeast-southwest left-lateral strike-slip fault in southern California (McGill & Sieh 1993; Meade & Hager 2005) . It marks the boundary between the Sierra Nevada in the north and the Mojave block in the south (Davis & Burchfiel 1973; Petersen & Wesnousky 1994) . The Sierra Nevada is a rigid continental block (Wright 1976; Dixon et al. 2000; Yan & Clayton 2007) , whereas Mojave block is crossed by many Quaternary northwest-striking right-slip faults (Garfunkel 1974; Dokka & Travis 1990; Petersen & Wesnousky 1994) . The west end of the Garlock Fault is connected to the right-lateral San Andreas Fault (Dolan et al. 2007 ). The San Joaquin Valley, filled with thick Cenozoic sediments (Kilkenny 1951; Ingersoll 1982; Goodman & Malin 1992) , is located to the west side of the Sierra Nevada. The area to the southwest side of the San Andreas Fault is dominated by the Transverse Ranges such as the west San Gabriel mountains. The diversity of the geological structure in the Garlock Fault zone makes it a perfect place to test our new algorithm. The grey polygon in Fig. 8 is our study area after we blanked out the area in the corner, which is not covered by stations.
The seismic data used in this study are obtained from the Southern California Earthquake Data Center between 2004 January and 2004 July recorded by 14 broad-band stations of the Southern California Seismic Network (blue triangles in Fig. 8 ). The interstation distance ranges from 25 to 181 km. Ambient noise signals can be recorded at any time , although ambient noise signals must be extracted by cross-correlation between stations that share seismic records during the same time period. Therefore, any time of the seismic records are acceptable for ambient noise tomography as long as all the stations used in the tomography have continues records in the same time span. In addition, 6 months of data are sufficient for the purpose of this study. For reference, Shapiro et al. (2005) used 2 months of data and Saygin & Kennett (2010) chose the durations of data between 15 d and several years. We only use the vertical component of the seismic records to focus on the 5-11 s of short period Rayleigh wave part of the ambient noise signal.
There are three main steps in the data processing, (1) single station preparation, (2) ambient noise signal extraction, and (3) group velocity calculation. In step 1, we apply basic seismic data processing to each single station, including removals of instrument response, mean, linear trend and band-pass filter between 0.5 and 150 s, which is wider than the period range we focus on. Time domain normalization is used to reduce the effect of earthquakes and non-stationary noise sources near the stations (Bensen et al. 2007 ). Spectral normalization is also applied to all the data to broaden the band of ambient noise signals in cross-correlation since ambient noise is not flat in frequency domain (Bensen et al. 2007 ). In step 2, we compute cross-correlation for each pair of stations in 1 d length to extract the ambient noise signals. Cross-correlation results with the signal to noise ratio greater than 15 in the study time period are stacked to magnify the ambient noise signal. The signal level is the average of the absolute amplitudes of ±10 s from the maximum amplitude of the main Rayleigh wave envelope. Since the signals are in the range of 0-100 s, the data far from this range can represent the noise level. We use the average of the absolute amplitudes between 600 and 800 s away from the zero point of the cross-correlation result as the noise level. Fig. 9 shows the 6-month stack of the cross-correlation results observed for all the station pairs. There are clear signals between the typical low and high group velocity lines of 2 and 4 km s −1 . The signals in the positive lag time part are weaker than the negative part. The reason is that the source of ambient seismic noise in southern California has strong directional dependence, with stronger signals in the west and southwest directions than others . Fig. 10 is an example of the stacked cross-correlation signals. The Rayleigh wave envelope is very clear in each band. Finally, we compute mean group velocities of station pairs at different periods from the ambient noise signals by using the frequency-time analysis (FTAN) method (Levshin et al. 1992) . FTAN method uses a set of narrowband Gaussian filters to obtain frequency-time amplitude maps, and then trace dispersion curves of surface wave group velocities. This method has been widely used in the group velocity detections of surface waves (e.g. Ritzwoller & Levshin 1998; Moschetti et al. 2007; Zheng et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2012) . In this step, we select the station pairs of each period only if the interstation distances are larger than one wavelength (Brenguier et al. 2007) .
We use mean group velocity measurements of Rayleigh wave from ambient noise data as input to invert a 2-D group velocity model in the Garlock Fault area. The initial grid, adaptive grids and the corresponding ray distributions are shown in Fig. 11 for 5, 7, 8 and 11 s of periods. We select a polygon that is covered by rays in our study area for robust resolution. The initial grid nodes are the five vertexes of the polygon. The adaptive grids obtained after four iterations have more nodes in the central area where the rays are more densely distributed. In Figs 11(b) -(e), the minimum grid sizes are 21.3, 28.7, 32.9 and 45.8 km for 5, 7, 8 and 11 s of periods, respectively, which are greater than one wavelength of the Rayleigh wave at the corresponding periods. In the tomography part, we use the average value of the group velocity measurements at each period as the starting velocity model. The final group velocity results are obtained after five iterations when the group velocities change very little. Fig. 12 shows the group velocities of Rayleigh wave at different periods. A rule-of-thumb is that the maximum sensitivity depth of a group velocity related to shear wave is at its period expressed in kilometers (Lin et al. 2007a) . Therefore the group velocities in Fig. 12 reflect the shear wave velocity at depths of about 4-6, 6-8, 7-9 and 10-12 km, respectively. Our resulting group velocity model correlates well with the local geological structures. At 5 s period (Fig. 12a) , the high velocity anomalies in the cold southern Sierra Nevada crust in the north and the intersection of the Western San Gabriel Mountains and the Tehachapi Mountains in the south may be related with their crystalline basements (Dixon et al. 2000) . The shear wave velocity at 6 km depth implied by the V p and V p /V s model for southern California by Lin et al. (2007b) agrees with these features in our model. In Figs 12(b) and (c), similar structures are observed at 7 and 8 s periods, which are also consistent with the group velocity result by Sabra et al. (2005) , except for the high velocity in the Western San Gabriel Mountains, which may indicate the roots of the San Gabriel Mountains. In Fig. 12(d) (11 s period) , the velocity in the Western San Gabriel Mountains is not as high as previous periods. However, the highvelocity anomaly in the southern Sierra Nevada is also very clear. In contrast to these high velocity anomalies, the Southern San Joaquin Valley on the west side is dominated by low velocities, especially at 7 and 8 s periods. These low anomalies are consistent with the sedimentary deposits indicated by the seismic reflection and borehole studies, which showed that the thickness of the sediments is around 9 km (Kilkenny 1951; Goodman & Malin 1992) . The Western Mojave also shows low velocities, likely due to the disruption by the historical extension, strike-slip faulting (Glazner et al. 2002) and sedimentary deposits.
C O N C L U S I O N S
This paper presents a new adaptive algorithm for ambient noise tomography. The irregular grids constructed by our algorithm match the ray distribution well. The synthetic data tests show that the adaptive tomography algorithm provides better resolution in the area with high ray density owing to sufficient use of the data information than the regular tomography. The fact that the results of the adaptive tomography show no obvious variations with damping parameters indicates that the adaptive grids have fewer divergent nodes, which are strongly affected by damping parameters in the traditional evenly-spaced grid inversion. When Gaussian distributed noise added into the input data, areas with sparse rays in the velocity model are always unstable in the traditional method at different noise levels, although the area with dense rays is more stable. The adaptive method stays fairly stable at lower noise level, although some artifacts also appear when noise level increases. In addition, the tests of the traditional tomography with different grid sizes show a trade-off between obtaining a good resolution and avoiding inversion artifacts at the same time. When applied to real ambient noise data near the Garlock fault in southern California, the new adaptive tomography algorithm is able to recover the major structures of the group velocity structure. We observe high velocity anomalies in the cold southern Sierra Nevada crust, crystalline basement of Tehachapi Mountains, and brittle roots of the Western San Gabriel Mountains. Low velocity anomalies are seen near the southern San Joaquin Valley and western Mojave. The purpose of this paper is to introduce and evaluate a new adaptive method for ambient noise tomography. Our method can also be generalized to body wave tomography and large-scale studies.
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